
Outreach Inclusion Service 
during Covid19

Outreach Inclusion Service
Supporting schools and families with the social and 

emotional wellbeing of Lewisham’s children.



OIS Core Offer

The Outreach Inclusion Service (OIS) is dedicated to supporting the social and
emotional wellbeing of Lewisham’s children. Assisting and working collaboratively
with schools to make adjustments that will have a positive impact for all learners. As a
service we offer every Lewisham mainstream Primary and Secondary school access to
an Outreach Teacher and/or Mentor to offer support by way of improving the
outcomes of children and young people (CYP) who are most at risk of exclusion.

We work with:

- CYP displaying varying degrees of challenging presentations

- CYP vulnerable to poor attendance and/or refusing to attend school

- CYP new to the borough with a history of challenging presentations

- CYP reintegration from a specialist or AP (Alternative Provision) returning to a
mainstream school

- CYP who need support with transition particularly with changeover from primary
to secondary school

In addition to this the OIS aims to be flexible in supporting schools by taking into
account their differing needs and requirements and by responding in a ways that best
accommodate their needs with their more vulnerable CYP.



How we can help

During the uncertain times of this Covid19 outbreak the OIS are still active and looking
for ways to support CYPs and parents/carers.

If you would like any help with finding resources to occupy your young ones or
timetabling your days to help build a routine, our team are here to help you.

Within the team we have qualified counsellors and therapists who can offer sessions
with CYPs and parents/carers, aiming to help people better cope at this trying time.



Get in touch

In the interest of everyone’s health we will mostly be working remotely. You can reach
us via email or by calling us using the contact details below.

Eva	Tabaton	 Outreach	Manager	 07720	091	659	 e.tabaton@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Adrian	Cairns	 Outreach	Teacher	 07720	091	661	 a.cairns@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Pat	McCarthy	 Outreach	Teacher	 07720	091	660	 p.mccarthy@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Deb	James	 Outreach	Teacher	 07720	091	658	 d.james@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Freddie	Smith	 Outreach	Mentor	 07802	621	897	 f.smith@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Manny	Brown	 Outreach	Mentor	 07456	492	478	 e.taiwobrown@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Michelle	Singh	 Outreach	Mentor	 07720	091	655	 m.singh@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Dani	Ashley	 Outreach	Mentor	 07515	416	379	 d.ashley@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Paris	Archer	 Outreach	Mentor	 07921	924	625	 p.archer@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Monique	Eastmond	 Outreach	Mentor	 07720	091	663	 m.eastmond@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Maggie	Martin	 Outreach	Teacher	 07720	091	665	 m.martin@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Penny	Hunter	 Outreach	Teacher	 07939	028	090	 p.hunter@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

Ellen	Stewart	 Outreach	Administrator	 0208	325	4579	 e.stewart@newwoodlands.lewisham.sch.uk		

	


